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I can clearly remember the first time I ever felt "fat". I was

10 years old. A "friend" had noticed I was wearing a size

medium, and commented on how "big" my clothes were

compared to hers. I had this idea from that point on that I

needed to eat less, be smaller, and wear a certain size in

order to fit in with the cool kids. This followed me well into

adulthood.

It has taken YEARS to overcome that way of thinking, but it

didn't have to. So I'm here to tell you how I did it, and how

I've become the healthiest I've ever been mind, body, and

soul while ditching diet culture and living by my own set of

rules!



B E I N G  S M A LL E R  D O E S  N O T

E Q U A L  B E I N G  H A P P I E R .  I  C A N

B E  H A P P Y  W H E R E  I  A M  R I G H T

H E R E  A N D  R I G H T  N O W

You have been taught your entire life by media,

acquaintances, clothing stores, the fitness industry, and

basically everywhere that there is this magic solution to

your problems and it all lies in a diet that will make you

smaller, thinner, more fit, carb free, etc. You have been

taught that smaller=happier. I want you to throw that

load of crap out the window right now. 

Write that down on a piece of paper, right now.

Happiness is a choice, you have to work at it every single

day. Which means you have to consciously CHOOSE it.

You have to know that you are worthy of happiness no

matter what the scale says.



Now I know, because I've been there, that it isn't just as

simple as writing some quote down on a piece of paper.

It is a good step in the right direction though. One of my

favorite books that really catapulted my mindset

transformation is Your Are A Badass by Jen Sincero. It

was in reading that book that I understood that personal

development and self help books are for everyone and

anyone. You need to be reading, listening, podcasting, or

consuming some sort of positivity DAILY. You need to be

consuming media that lifts your spirits and helps you see

how absolutely magnificent you are just as you are.

By being in control of what you consume, you can take

control of your own thoughts. This is where all the magic

begins, because your thoughts create your reality. 



These days I am able to use the scale as the tool it is and

in a very healthy way, but that did not come without

staying away from it for quite a few years. We didn't

even have a scale in our home. I was obsessed. I'd

weight myself every Wednesday right at 6:00 AM

because after using the scale so unhealthily for so long I

had figured out that it was that precise day and time

that I always weighed the least amount.

Did you know that you can eat the same thing, drink the

same amount of water, and do the same workouts every

day and still fluctuate in weight 3-5 pounds any given

day? Crazy right? But thats just how our bodies work.

Some days we retain more water than others and it has

absolutely nothing to do with how worthy or good we

are.

The scale does not determine your worth



This is going to come down to an exercise that I want you

to complete. THROW AWAY YOUR SCALE. Get it out of

your house. It's crucial in your healing, and I know it will

be hard, feel like the scale is still controlling you, and just

plain suck for a minute. It needs to be done though, and

whether or not you ever bring the scale back into your

home is completely up to you and where you are on your

journey. I promise though that even after one month of

not weighing yourself you will feel better.

Ways I measure success:

There are other ways to measure success!

How my clothes fit.

Pictures. (Am I in them more often?)

How hard I laugh.

How strong I am.

Did I modify less?

How much I'm able to play with my kids.

How comfortable I am around my husband.

Did I wear the shorts, swimsuit, dress?



I know this feels like an obvious one, but seriously do

workouts that you have fun doing, look forward to doing,

and that don't feel like a chore. Exercise shouldn't be

used as a punishment or chore because you had a few

extra slices of pizza last night or had some cake at that

birthday party. Exercise should be used to celebrate your

body and what it is capable of! Once I changed this idea

in my head of what the purpose was of exercise I

stopped obsessing over doing it and started just enjoying

it.

When I first started working out 10 years ago with my

husband (then boyfriend) I was glued to the treadmill,

elliptical, and stair climber. He eventually got me to

venture into weight lifting where I would follow him

around like a lost puppy in the gym. Seriously. It was the

only time we had together though because he was

working graveyard and I was in school full time while also

workout 30 hours a week. Life was crazy and we needed

time together. This is also the time where I started to be

obsessed with the scale, tracking, calories, supplements,

etc. (more on that later), and I realized I wasn't as happy

with my routine as I thought I was.



I stepped away from the gym, and what I thought I knew

about workouts and how to "look good naked". I started

working out for my mental health and that meant doing

things differently and doing things that were actually fun.

Once I started to actually enjoy my workouts, I was able

to finally take control of my thoughts. Once I walked

away from the gym I was able to get out of that

competition mindset and stop comparing myself to others

always worrying if people were watching me. I could just

do me for me, and it has been life changing. 

Don't be afraid to try something NEW



There are a lot of self proclaimed "experts" on the

internet, and with little verifying peoples credentials I

challenge you to actually do some of your own research

on topics. Including everything I'm telling you here. I can

go on and on about my credentials and how I graduated

with honors with my Bachelor's Degree in Exercise

Science, hold a current personal training certification

through ACSM, and have taken countless refresher

courses in human physiology, anatomy, sports nutrition,

and so on, but even with all of that I'm not blind to the

fact that everyone has biased opinions based on their

knowledge and education. Do your own research.



There are a lot of supplements out there that claim to
"do it all" "lose 10 pounds just by drinking this or taking

that" don't buy in to any of it!

You can not substitute hard work with anything. Period.

You can't drink a skinny tea and lose weight, unless thats

all you drink, but that is extremely unhealthy and will

cause huge problems down the road. You can't wear a

waist trimmer and lose the weight, or get your "dream

body". The only way to lose weight is to be in a caloric

deficit and you do that by burning more calories than you

consume. The end. I will elaborate more on my journey

with supplements though, ones I've taken in the past that

were sketchy (I won't drop company names though), ones

I use now, and why I do believe there is a time and place

for supplementation. You don't NEED supplements, but

they can be beneficial when you use them the right way

and understand their purpose.



The very first supplements I started taking were sketchy

as all get out. There was a lot of "our special blend"

language on the label; I didn't know what it meant and I

didn't care. I just wanted to look like the fitness model

selling it to me. Ultimately it worked, but it didn't fix my

obsession. Being smaller did not make me happier with

my body. I remember exactly how much I weighed and

how much I wanted to lose. I was 133 pounds and if I just

lost 3 more pounds I would be so happy, or so I thought.

So I took things to the extreme and started taking weight

loss pills. Nothing happened, because I didn't have any

weight I needed to lose, and when I stopped taking

them?  You guessed it I gained 20 pounds. This was the

ultimate low point for me. I was so miserable. I didn't

understand what was going on. I started getting super

obsessed with tracking my macros, measuring every last

thing I ate, counting all of my calories, making sure

everything was "perfect" because again I thought it

would fix how I felt.



This all led me into years of obsessing over the scale and

really letting it control my life. It controlled my attitude,

how I treated people, how I felt about myself, and really

had a negative affect on my life and relationships. 

I let so many experiences be tarnished by my insecurities

and the fact that the number on the scale wasn't what I

wanted it to be or what I thought it should be. I finally

got to a point where I knew I needed something to

change. So I took a deeper look at what I needed to fix

and how to move forward. Changing my approach to

supplements was huge in changing my mindset. When I

started using supplements as a way to supplement what I

was already doing to reach my goals, thats when

everything changed.



First and foremost I drink Shakeology daily. I know so

many people have mixed feeling about this shake. It does

use that buzz word "superfoods" to describe what it has

in it, but it really does have a lot of "superfood"

ingredients. Which basically means it's rich in

antioxidants, phytonutrients, adaptogens, vitamins,

minerals, and probiotics. It essentially fills the gaps in my

nutrition because I don't care who you are even if you

have the richest most nutrient dense diet you will still be

missing some key nutrients. It often gets played off as

just another protein shake, but I can promise you that's

not why I drink Shakeology. If there is one thing we are

not deficient in here in America it is protein.

The supplements I take now are heavily researched by ME

I want to know what is in the things I'm consuming. I want

to know why I'm using what I'm using and how it's going

to actually help me with my goals. I also don't want false

promises of something magical happening from a

company. So I can with peace of mind suggest these

products to others and have a good conscience about it.



I also take a preworkout supplement: Energize. It is

another product made by Beachbody like Shakeology is

and although I can honestly say it's not the best tasting

preworkout on the market it is the only one I really trust

since it uses all natural ingredients, doesn't make me feel

all jittery after taking it, and has a natural source of

caffeine. Why take a preworkout supplement though, why

not just drink coffee? Because there are ingredients like

quercetin to help increase and sustain muscle

performance and beta-alanine to increase muscle power

and delay muscle fatigue.

I occasionally do use a protein supplement on days that I

am running behind or just haven't gotten enough food

throughout my day. For this I do branch out and use

Bowmar Nutrition. Their company is outstanding for

transparency with their ingredients and when I'm looking

for a supplement company their moral standards and

ethics play a huge role these days into who I trust. I also

have recently started using their Collagen Peptides and

have noticed a serious change in the appearance of my

skin (diminished stretch marks, less acne, more even skin

tone, etc.), and less aching in my joints specifically my

knees. 



Stop comparing yourself to the fifteen second highlight

reels that people share on social media, even if they are

authentic. These people are still only showing you the

things they want you to see. They might show you their

"flaws" but it's always in a skewed way, with a positive

spin, and definitely not the whole truth. I myself am guilty

of every bit of what I'm going to share here: comparison,

curating my social media, sharing just the tip of the ice

berg, etc. That doesn't mean that these people aren't

authentic and as wonderful as you think they are, but it

also means that nothing is as perfect as it seems. Real

people have real life problems, and every person you are

comparing yourself to is a real person. Just like me and

just like you. 

Our lives are not made up of the tiny squares on

Instagram, they aren't made up of how "good" you look,

how many followers you have, how many likes you get on

a photo, our lives are made up of the people who love us

and the memories we make with them. Focus on your

own life and the blessings that are in it and I promise

things will look better.



I know it's cliche but really look for the

ugly/bad/negative you will find more ugly/bad/negative

look for the beautiful/happy/positive you will find more

beautiful/happy/positive things in your life. If you have a

hard time with this, as I know it can be hard sometimes,

start with writing down 5 things every day that you are

grateful for. My hot cup of coffee, my cozy bed, the

kisses from my toddler, my central air conditioning, my

loving husband, wifi... the list can go on and on and

when you start picking all of these small things in your

day to be grateful for you start to see more around you

every day that you can be and are grateful for. 

How does this tie back to letting go of diet culture

though? One thing I always write on my gratitude list is

my body it has been there for me through everything and

when I remember that I'm grateful for how strong and

resilient my body is I wipe away any desire to follow

"rules" about how to fuel it.

Gratitude helps you see what's there instead of what isn't



There are so many times in my life, memories, moments,

trips, milestones that are tainted by my insecurities. I

didn't share pictures of my husband and I getting married

because I was self conscious about the way I looked. I

didn't want to share pictures from our epic trip to

Chichen Itza and Riviera Maya because I didn't feel I was

"fit" enough to be sharing pictures of me in a bikini

online. All in all it turned into me being more worried

about how I looked than enjoying the moment. No one

and I mean no one you are spending your time with is

worried about whether or not you have a double chin

when you look down.

I've let many experiences go without realizing what I was

missing out on because I was worried about what people

would think or say. When you're out at that special

dinner, on that vacation, in that foreign country try it all

and take it all in. Order what you really want and don't

worry what anyone thinks about what you're eating,

because I guarantee no one even cares in the slightest.



This one can be one of the more challenging things to

implement, but once you really tune into your body and

recognize what she is craving it makes life so much

easier. Let's start with my favorite part of this message "If

you want it, eat it, if you don't politely decline". Yes I am

saying if you want to have that donut in the breakroom

go ahead and eat it. If it's really what you want. You

don't have to eat anything that people offer you if you

don't want it, and if you are craving something just eat it.

You're far more likely to binge when you set rules and

restrict and repeat. When you really tune into how foods

make you feel after eating them you'll find you're

reaching for those nutrient dense foods that are

energizing you and fueling your body properly.



I absolutely love me some cheesecake, ice cream, and

cookies but ya girl gets a killer stomach ache after

eating any of that. I also feel bloated and lethargic

afterwards too from the excess sodium and the

inevitable sugar crash. So yeah you'd think that letting

yourself just enjoy whatever you want to eat when you

want to eat it would be a bad idea, but it's actually so

freeing and when you're really in tune with your body

you'll find that there are certain foods that are more

agreeable with her than others. And thats what leads you

to making healthier choices.



Perfection is a terribly low standard to set for yourself,

and I challenge you to set the goal of just being you. You

see when you aim for perfection you're really aiming to

be someone else for someone else's approval. You aren't

being true to you, and thats pretty shitty. It's hard to hear

that but it has to be said: when you're aiming for

perfection you're aiming for a lesser watered down

version of who you really are so that you're accepted by

more people. 

When you aim for perfection with anything you're setting

impossible standards that you can't continue to live by. If

it feels unnatural to you than don't do it. You can't and

shouldn't try to follow any meal plan 100% perfectly at all

times. Are you a fitness competitor? Are you a WBFF pro

card holder? If your answer is no to any of this than stop

trying to be "perfect" with your nutrition. Whatever that

means.

Perfection is a standard I don't want to live by


